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Aim: To understand why organizational barriers exist during the development of information management 
systems or enterprise applications. . This study investigates if organizational barriers actually occur 
and if so, how we can understand these phenomena. 
 

Method: Deductive research and exploratory research. Secondary research is evaluated how it is applicable in 
practice. Qualitative research was applied across multiple subsidiaries. Standardized interviews were 
conducted among 30 interviewees. As it is exploratory research, this is sufficient to present certain 
patterns and indications. To support this method, Criterion-based sampling has been applied to ensure 
appropriate units for this study. 
 

Result & 
Conclusions: 

In a competitive environment, subcultural groups tend to be formed to protect similar interests. 
Rewards were based on power and achievements. By forcing accomplishment of the 
implementation of the information management system, groups would be rewarded. Others would 
be negatively affected. Therefore individuals and groups would act on behave of their own even if 
they would harm co-workers with their actions. Especially, groups without decision power were 
highly affected by these negative effects. Organizational politics controls the organization’s power.  
Counter-implementation strategies were identified; when groups tried to act on behave of the 
shareholder and customers to influence the decision-makers. After many delays, they were unable 
to prevent the integration of a new Information management system.  
 

Suggestions 
for future 
research: 

Future research should be conducted at multiple similar organizations. Especially organizations with a 
collective business environment would be interesting to research. This would contrast this study case 
and therefore it would be interesting to find out if situation would differ due the different business 
culture. In addition, there are many opportunities to investigate related group behaviour, individual 
behaviour or organizational behaviour in detail. 
 

Contribution 
of the thesis: 

This study gives an indication how these organizational barriers occurred during the project at this 
specific organization. Organizational politics, Counter-implementations strategies and sub-cultural 
groups can influence the project outcome greatly. Individual’s have their own motivations that can be 
stimulated by competitive business environments. 
 

Keywords: Information management system development, organizational sub-cultures, counter-implementation 
strategies, organizational politics, enterprise applications.  
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1.0 Introduction 

Enterprise resource planning systems 

Information management has evolved over the decades by the development of computer 

technology. It is the way Information is shared, stored and used within an organization.  One of 

the fundamental elements nowadays regarding Information management is Enterprise resource 

planning systems. Aside from Internet, Enterprise resource planning systems is the most 

important development since 1990 for corporations using information technology (Davenport, 

1998). It has become a tool for corporations to stay competitive in the market (Checkland & 

Howells, 1997). 

 

The Enterprise resource planning systems also referred as ERP is a comprehensive database that 

combines all corporate information such as customer data, marketing, finances, sales, production, 

logistics, etc. (Hirschheim, Klein & Lyytinen, 1996). This system is intertwined with all 

departments and updates relevant information automatically (Davenport, 1998). The purpose of 

an ERP system is to solve fragmentation of information in large organizations. When business 

departments and -units are not interconnected they are unable to share information. At first, it 

might seem that they provide invaluable support for certain business activities. However when 

combining various pieces of information of other business units, they provide valuable 

information together (Lyytinen & Ngwenyama, 1992). As Davenport (1998) states ‘’It represents 

on of the heaviest drags on business productivity and performance now in existence’’. So in 

short, ERP’s can provide support of all of the organization’s business activities across the 

business units, business functions, across the world. With a streamlined data flow and real-time 

operating information, productivity and speed can be improved across (Checkland & Howell, 

1997). ERP is the software system used for Information knowledge management within an 

organization. It relies on various factors such as business strategy, business culture and the 

business operations.  It becomes part of the organization in the way the business operates (Heeks, 

2002). Therefore Information strategy and the corporate strategy are required to be aligned in 

order to become efficient (Checkland & Howell, 1997). 
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Strategic benefits  

In order to provide an overview of the potential of ERP and information knowledge management, 

the following benefits are presented below (Hirschheim, Klein & lyyntinen, 1996). 
!

Table!1:!Information!systems!benefits!

!

Strategic!Benefits! Description!
Using!information!systems!to!raise!barriers! Efficient!information!systems!are!difficult!to!imitate!for!

new!entrants!in!the!market.!Setting!a!high!standard!in!the!

market!is!intimidating.!

Using!information!systems!to!enter!
markets!easily!

Information!systems!can!reach!out!abroad!and!is!easily!

accessible.!Information!about!other!markets!is!easily!

retrieved!and!new!relationship!with!new!contacts!can!be!

build!though!options!

Using!information!systems!to!differentiate!
products!and!services!

The!speed!and!quality!of!customer!service!is!improved!due!

the!management!of!customer!data.!Communication!with!

customers!becomes!closer!resulting!into!more!valuable!

information.!Based!on!this!information!market!

opportunities!arise!for!products!or!service!improvements.!

Increases!the!power!of!suppliers! Ability!to!track!customers.!Increases!the!power!over!the!

customer.!The!costs!of!providing!services!to!customers!can!

be!track!more!closely.!

Increasing!the!power!of!customers! Customers!can!also!strengthen!their!position!at!the!

expense!of!suppliers.!They!have!more!knowledge!about!the!

market!offers!and!will!find!alternatives!that!suit!them!

better.!!

Using!information!systems!to!reduce!costs! Efficient!inventory!management!that!reduces!costs.!Smaller!

purchasing!department!that!focuses!on!nonOroutine!orders!

and!strategic!supply.!!!

Efficient!management! Coordinate!the!Supply!chain!with!the!knowledge!extraction!

from!its!customer!database.!Resulting!in!managers!to!have!

more!control.!

!

Source:!adapted!from!(Hirschheim,!Klein!&!lyyntinen,!1996).!

!

The risks involved 
There are many benefits in having an efficient information knowledge management system. 

Therefore it has become the standard within modern days organizations ranging from small to 

multinationals (KPMG, 2014). However technology never stands still regarding development, 

this also applies to information knowledge management (Davis, Bersoff & Comer, 1988).  These 

systems and strategies are constantly in development as new possibilities and treats arise 

(Capgemini, 2014). To stay competitive or to gain an advantage requires constant development. 

In addition, nowadays security has become a treat that requires a frequent evaluated information 
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knowledge management system. For these reasons organizations are often renewing their 

approach of information knowledge management (Davenport, 1998;Hirschheim et al., 1996). 

 

There are risks involved when renewing these systems. The main risk is the way it has already 

been implemented within the organization (Heeks, 2002;Keen, 1981). The risk is that during this 

change/adjustment it could potentially harm current processes or related information. This could 

result into failure in the integrity, confidentiality or availability of an information system. One 

could imagine the harm when the financial department receives wrong information on invoices, 

which would affect the related customers (Davenport, 1998). 

  

The costs can be often underestimated, since the development of information management 

systems does not limit to hardware and software (Checkland & Howells, 1997). Implementation 

costs is a cost that can vary depending on the situation. Examples of implementation costs are: re-

engineering current business processes, decommissioning and disposing existing systems, staff 

and communication training, error correction and compensation for temporarily quality dip 

during the initial use of the systems (KPMG, 2014;Lyytinen, 1988;Yeo, 2002). 

 

Technical challenges form barriers, however the biggest problems are business problems (Heeks, 

2002). Enterprise system initiatives often fail due the complexity, required resources, time and 

expertise.  In addition the organization’s strategies, culture and core competencies have to be 

aligned to prevent conflicts with the business processes (ITCORTEX, 2014;Lyytinen, 1988;). 

 

1.1 Researching the problem 

Case failures 

Many companies have failed during the implementation of their ambitious information 

management system. Mobile Europe had spent millions of dollars on its system without finalizing 

the project. Applied materials aborted their project due he overwhelming organizational changes 

required. Dow Chemical had spend close to half a billion dollars implementing an enterprise 

system over seven years (Davenport, 1998). It is estimated that the Dutch government loses 4 to 5 

Billion Euros a year on failed IT projects. The Dutch government had spent 54,1 million euros to 

build a system for social security in cooperation with Capgemini that failed to succeed the 

previous system (Volkskrant, 2014).  In this case Capgemini is worldwide well respected as an IT 

company. It appears that even these kinds of company ies are facing difficulties. 
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Despite the many factors that can cause barriers of this double edge sword this study focuses on 

the business culture regarding the development of information management systems.  Aside from 

the technical part, business has a large influence on the success rate as well.  The research gap 

that this study tries to address is due the fact that moment most research articles address the 

technical and strategic aspects of the projects. However the business culture and human 

behaviour influences tend to be neglected. In this case human behaviour is considered to be part 

of to organizational barriers (Argyris, 1993). This study will study the research gap investigating 

non- technical organizational barriers during information management system development. 

 

Organizational barriers  

Organizational barriers are the main topic of this study.  For this study organizational barriers are 

considered as actions taken by employees that negatively affects IS project development. This 

includes lack of employee involvement, flawed communication strategies, inadequate culture-

shift planning, and deceptive tactics (Argyris, 1993).  

 

Purpose 

This study aims to evaluate the organizational barriers on the success of the development of 

information management systems. 

The following hypotheses provide details that are directly related to this study’s aim.  The 

hypotheses form the proposed explanation for the phenomenon. Based on research the author 

believes that these hypotheses should be investigated to evaluate the study aim. Chapter two will 

go in-depth why these hypotheses are chosen and how it relates to relevant topics.  

 

Hypotheses 

H1 The project results are based on the project expectations and requirements 

H2 Counter implementation strategies affect the project expectations and requirements directly 

H3 Organizational culture causes behaviour that results into counter implementation strategies!

 

Delimitations 

Delimitations are necessary for the study to provide borders and the aim. This study will limit 

itself to one multinational corporation. Due legal limitations and the agreed NDA, this company 
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will be referred as company A. Company A, is a multinational that operates in the Netherlands as 

well as in Sweden. The company operates in other countries as well however this work will limit 

itself to the offices located within the stated countries. In addition this study also follows the 

requirements of the thesis guideline provided by the University of Gavle.  

 

1.2 Thesis outline 

This%study%follows%the%following%outline%in%this%study.%

%

Table!2:!Thesis!outline!

!

Introduction!! Discussion!around!the!problem,!presentation!purpose!and!

delimitation!

Theoretical!Framework!! Presentation!of!relevant!theories,!State!of!the!art!and!research!

questions!

Research!Model!and!Hypotheses!! The!given!Hypotheses!and!presentation!of!research!model!

Methodology!! Presentation!of!research!process,!choices!and!quality!issues!

Results!and!analysis! Presentation!of!empirical!data,!results!and!analysis!

Conclusions!and!Implications!! Presentation!of!findings!of!the!study,!managerial!implications,!

limitations!and!further!research!

!

Source:!Own!

!

!

!
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2.0 Literature review 

This chapter presents relevant theory based on the studies by other authors. It presents 

information and factors that stimulates organizational barriers during information system 

development. It is the foundation for the analysis and outcome of the study. 

 

The failure rate of information system projects remains high in comparison with other high-tech 

projects. The study of Yeo (2002), states that the success rate of information system projects is 

16,2%, with the majority of 52,7% being challenged meaning that it was unable to meet the 

requirements. This requires revaluation resulting into 31,1% of the projects being impaired and 

therefore terminated. According to previous studies, implementations tend to result into being 

technical successes but are considered organizational failures (Keen, 1981; Yeo, 2002). With this 

mind, this study focuses on potential causes of organizational failures. It includes subjects such 

as: data & information, system life cycle development, information system failure notions, 

organizational culture & national culture, organizational subcultures, organizational politics and 

counter implementation strategies. 

 

2.0.1 Data and Information 

The term information and data are often mixed and used synonymously. Information is a 

collection of data and various strands of information form knowledge (Strong, Lee & Wang, 

1997). Users should be able to differentiate information from data by intuition as they describe 

information as processed data (Pipino, Lee & Wang, 2002). Assessing data and transforming it 

into information is based on the ratio of subjective and objective assessment. According to Pipino 

et al (2002) this results into the quality of data that is based on the dimensions: Free-of-Error, 

Completeness, Believability, Appropriate amount of data, Ease of manipulation, Objectivity, 

Relevancy, Understand ability and interpretability. 

 

Information is Power 

Information has various influences on the organizational culture and the business operations. It is 

a collection of data transformed into valuable knowledge (Strong, Lee & Wang, 1997). 

Knowledge results into informed decision-making and awareness. It provides the individual a 

competitive advantage to benefit from this information (Toma & Butera, 2009). Depending on 

the individual this can be applied for self-interest and/or on behave of the organization. Sharing 

the knowledge or not-sharing knowledge will depend on the culture or situation. Nevertheless, 
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the individual’s contribution can affect his or her influence on the organization that results into a 

promotion of the hierarchical ladder (Wilkins & Ouchi, 1983). With this in mind, rewards are 

based on power, whether it is in form of a bonus, salary increase or a job promotion. When the 

power distance is high within an organization, lower ranked individuals will fear those who have 

the power (Hofstede, 1994). It creates uncertainty and might result into silenced individuals.  

These categorized groups relate to the sub-units of organizations that supported by the 

organizational politics theory (Hofstede, 1998). 

 

2.0.2 The System development life cycle 

The system development life cycle is the way system development is managed, in business 

culture it is known as SDLC (Davis, Bersoff & Comer, 1988). SDLC clearly defines the work 

phases for system engineers and developers to deliver a high quality Information system that 

meets or exceeds customer expectations. There are various SDLC variations that are applicable 

for Information systems (Pollard, Gupta & Satzinger, 2010). There are traditional and modern 

models such as the waterfall, spiral, iterative, v-model and the big bang model (Davis et al, 1988; 

Ekvall & Weidema, 2004). They all have in common that the processes are build for the stages: 

Planning, Analysis, Design and Implementation. The main stages that are relevant for this study 

are analysis and design. Analysis requires soft skills involving the stakeholder’s support. User 

participation is important since they are the ones that need to be satisfied. It is helpful when the 

stakeholders feel part of the team. The Analysis phase identifies what the problems & 

opportunities are. The stage design is about building the solution that meets the specifications.  

Implementation for SDLC is related with the coding aspects, programming, testing, training users 

and the preparation of organizational change (Nurmuliani, Zowghi & Powell, 2004). Some 

aspects of implementation affect the organization processes and therefore start early in the phases 

of the cycle for the preparation (Ekvall & Weidema, 2004). 

 

2.0.3 Information system failure notions 

Lyyntinen and Hirschheim (1987) identified four drivers of change of system performance 

regarding information management. These drivers indicate the context, content, process and 

outcome (Checkland, 1997). IS failure notions are categorized in four categories.  

Correspondence failure: The design objectives and requirements of information systems have to 

specified in advanced.  It requires accurate indicators to measure the performance (Heeks, 2002). 

Performance indictors are applied for the cost-benefit analyses. When the objectives are not met, 
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the information system is marked as a failure. Correspondence failure does not include system 

acceptance by the users (Hirschheim, Klein & Lyytinen, 1996). Process failure: Relates to failed 

project management performance. Two outcomes are most likely to occur. The first outcome is 

being unable to develop an information system according to the objectives (Heeks, 2002; 

Lyytinen & Robey (1999). The second outcome is when the development is overspending its 

budget in cost and time (Hirschheim et al. 1996).  Interaction failure: Is a performance 

measurement that includes user attitudes, user satisfaction, frequency of use and the amount of 

data transferred. Heavy usage of the information systems does not necessarily correlate with user 

satisfaction or beneficial task performance. It could also indicate that the user has not other 

alternatives and is forced to use the system (Heeks, 2002). Expectation failure: The different 

views of stakeholders form the requirements, expectations and values that are unachievable in 

developing a system. Expectation failure is therefore perceived as the difference between the 

actual and the desired outcome for certain members of the stakeholders group (Lyytinen et al. 

1999). 

 

2.0.4 Organizational culture and national culture 

Culture exists within every group of society. Hofstede (1994) defines culture as ‘’collective 

programming of the human mind that distinguishes the members of one human group from those 

of another’’. Culture can also be defined as the political borders of countries (Adler & Kwon, 

2002). In order to control the cultures within an organization and its subsidiaries, an 

organizational or corporate culture has been formed.  Organizational culture improves control, 

coordination and integration of the multinational’s subsidiaries (Adler & Jelinek, 1986). The 

determined norms and values serve as a behavioural control that is managed by the human 

resource management process (Triandis, 1996). The culture differences between the 

organizational culture and national culture will clash if there is no synergy. The characteristics of 

national culture are often embraced by the organizational culture to form this required synergy, 

for this reason national cultural characteristics are often noticeable during comparisons. The 

Hofstede (1994) dimensions will be taken into account to make cultural comparisons.   

 

Individualism vs. Collectivism 

Relates to priority given to individuals or groups within society. Individualism traditionally refers 

to the behaviour and feelings in which the leading principle has the priority of the individual. 

They are expected to act for their own interest (Hofstede, Hofstede & Minkov, 2010). The 
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Individualistic dimension appears to be the most significant cultural difference among cultures 

according to Triandis (1996;2001). In contrast of Individualism, Collectivism is characterized by 

the interdependency within groups of individuals.  Behaviour is based on the group’s norm as 

they have strong association and work towards collective goals (Clark & Mills, 1979).  

High vs. Low Power Distance 

Hofstede (2010) defines the power distance as “The extent to which the less powerful members 

of institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed 

unequally.” It illustrates how the subordinates and superiors regard each other in the hierarchical 

system. When the power distance is high, there is large distance gap of inequality among 

subordinates and superiors. Power in such organizations is centralised in a few hands, where the 

subordinates are waiting for orders and expect to be told what to do. Low power distance does 

not have an inequality in the existing roles. It allows subordinates to interact with their superiors 

directly. 

High vs. Low Uncertainty Avoidance 

Refers to the state of a society feels vulnerable of taking risks in unknown situation. Low 

uncertainty avoidance cultures are willing to risks (Hofstede, 2010). 

Long vs. Short Term Orientation 

Long-term orientation encourages virtues oriented towards future rewards whereas short term 

orientation promotes virtues related to immediate rewards as consideration (Hofstede, 2010). 

Masculinity vs. Femininity 

There is a strong preference for achievement in a Masculinity society. Factors such as 

assertiveness, material success and heroism are highly valued. In general a masculine society is 

competitive.  Femininity on the other hand contrasts this. Factors such as cooperation, social care, 

modesty and quality of life are highly valued. Therefore society is considered as consensus-

oriented (Hofstede, 2010). 
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2.0.5 Organizational subcultures 

The business cultures of organizations contain various subcultures. Units within the organization 

form these subcultures as they interact with each other. According to the study of Hofstede 

(1998) subcultures of departments such as top management and the lower departments differ in 

behaviour and values. The decisions of the top managers reflect the subculture of their own 

managerial group. It is common that they are not even aware of the other subcultures within the 

organization. This can lead to conflicts among these subcultures as they have different opinions 

and certain decisions and objectives (Maanen & Barley, 1983; Jemier, Slocum,Fry & Gaines, 

1991).  ‘’The managers and professionals who made the key decisions in this company belonged 

to a quite different subculture: a high profile, gloried environment in which big money, business 

trends, and market power were daily concerns far from the crowd who did the actual work and 

brought in the daily earnings’’ (Hofstede, 1998). The dimensions used for identifying the 

subcultures are: process oriented vs. results oriented, employee oriented vs. job oriented, 

parochial vs. professional, open system vs. closed system, loose vs. tight control, normative vs. 

pragmatic 

 

2.0.6 Organizational politics is perceived 

The development of information knowledge management projects will stumble upon resistance. 

Counter-power exists in all societies in different kind of forms (Castells, 2007).  There is a 

difference between honest resistance and selfish sabotage of a necessary project, which lies 

within the politics. Cropanzano, Howes, Grandey, & Toth (1997) identified various definitions of 

organizational politics, for this study the definition of politics is ‘’the behaviour that is 

strategically designed to maximize short-term or long-term self interest’’ (Cropanzano et al, 

1997). This contrasts the politics of organizational support, where employees assist each other in 

the attainment of each other’s tasks. 

 

Organizational politics derive in a competitive business culture where employees adopt a self-

serving style. In a competitive environment, individuals withhold unshared information and are 

reluctant to disconfirm their initial preferences (Toma & Butera, 2009). They form small groups 

that are inattentive and can be potentially destructive to the needs of others. They are obtained by 

power and by competition. When the rewards are based on power, the rules can shift from one 

day to another. In short, organizational politics are threatening since different groups may be 
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actively trying to harm each other. As a result not only objectives are likely to be achieved, but 

the individuals also risk the already obtained achievements (Hofstede, 1994; 1998). 

 

2.0.7 Counter implementation strategies 

Information systems can alter the patterns of communication and perceived authority, influence 

and control. This causes relationships within the organization to alter (Castells, 2007).  Data tends 

to be a political source instead of an intellectual commodity. Information symbolizes status, 

shapes relationships and enhances authority. It is an element of power (Strong et al, 1997). With 

this in mind, employees obtain influence and autonomy from the control of information.  

Potentially losing control leads to counter implementations from those who benefit from the 

status quo.  Counter implementations are their way to try to prevent the implementation of the 

Information system (Dreu & Nauta, 2009). It is most to likely occur when outsiders bring in 

threatening new technology (Keen, 1981). An information system breaks power monopolies by 

redistributing information. 

 

The party of that brings change such as IT specialists and consultants, assume that their offer is 

beneficial for the organization. While those who are affected feel that they are intruding their 

territory, by limiting their autonomy, influence and add to their workload (Clark & Mills, 1979; 

Castells, 2007). Counter implementation strategies are categorized as: diverting resources from a 

project, deflect project goals or dissipate project energies. 
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2.1 State-of-the-Art 

This section evaluates scientific articles that were presented in the literature review. The state 

of the art evaluates the strength of the theories by illustrating how dominant they are based on 

the work of other research. This section combined with the given theory is the foundation for 

the research gap identification and the formed hypotheses of this study. 

 

For the state of the art, an article evaluation model has been applied in support of judging articles. 

The evaluation is based on how valid the theories are and how many citations the article has. 

Theory that has 0-100 citations and limited validation is perceived as a proposed theory. Theory 

with 200-300 citations with some validation is regarded as emerging theory. Where as articles 

with more than 500 citations and is well validated is regarded as dominating. Articles with 

citations lower than the given categories can still be judged as dominating when it supports a 

dominant theory.  

 

The method has been applied so the strength of theories is evaluated by presenting how 

dominating they are. Dominating theories are considered to be well validated and indicate the 

reliability of quality of theory used for this study. Well-validated theories are often tested and 

validated by other researchers. In comparison, limited validated theory may not be considered as 

proven unless it is supports a dominant theory. 

 
Table!3:!Article!evaluation!model!

!

Phenomenon!
!!!!!!!!!!X!

Reference!! Citations! Validity! Strength!in!theories!

! X! >500! Well!validated! Dominating!!

SubOtheory! X! 200O300! Some!validation! Emerging!

! X! 0O100! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! ! Theory!is!evaluated! in!total!strength! !

!

Source:!Own!

!
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2.1.1 Information is Power 

Information has been identified as a collection of data and various strands of information forms 

knowledge. Assessing data and transforming it into information is based on the ratio of subjective 

and objective assessment (Strong, Lee & Wang, 1997). Information may provide an individual a 

competitive advantage that depends on the individual’s intentions. It could empower the persons 

situation in organizations especially when rewards are based on power (Toma & Butera, 2009). 

For this reason, the following elements that influences individuals based on information is 

discussed. For the phenomenon Information is power all sub-theories are supporting the dominant 

theory. 

!

Phenomenon!
Information!is!
power!

Reference!! Citations! Validity! Strength!in!theories!

Individual!

competitive!

advantage!

Strong!et!al.!

(1997)!

Pipino!et!al.!

(2002)!

982!

!

938!

Well!validated! Dominating!!

! ! ! Some!validation! Emerging!

! Toma!et!al.!(2009)! 60! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! ! Evaluated!as!! Dominating! !

!

!

Affects!individual!

political!position!

Strong!et!al.!

(1997)!

Pipino!et!al.!

(2002)!

982!

!

938!

Well!validated! Dominating!!

! ! ! Some!validation! Emerging!

! Toma!et!al.!(2009)! 60! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! ! Evaluated!as! Dominating! !

Increases!

organizational!

influence!

Strong!et!al.!

(1997)!

Pipino!et!al.!

(2002)!

982!

!

938!

Well!validated! Dominating!!

! ! ! Some!validation! Emerging!

! Toma!et!al.!(2009)! 60! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! ! Evaluated!as! Dominating! !
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2.1.2 The System Development Life Cycle 

The SDLC is the blueprint and execution of the IS implementation. SDLC is the standard in the 

business of system development management (Ekvall & Weidema, 2004; Avison & Fitzgerald, 

2003). To clearly understand the process of the system development, the stated theories are used 

for the analyses. It illustrates which stage correlates with certain barriers and where it occurs the 

most.  

 

Despite that SDLC is being claimed to be one of the standard for IT project management, it tends 

to be an emerging theory. It indicates that even if it is a standard tool, it is not well validated by 

scientific research. Nevertheless, SDLC is helpful for this research. The phenomena of the SDLC 

management stages are supported by the given sub-theory. 

Phenomenon!
SDLC!management!
stages!

Reference!! Citations! Validity! Strength!in!
theories!

! ! ! Well!validated! Dominating!!

O!Analyses!!

O!Planning!

O!Design!

O!Implementation!

Ekvall!&!

Weidema,(2004)!

Davis!et!al.!(1988)!

Nurmuliani!et!al.!(2004)!

389!

216!

104!

108!

Some!

validation!

Emerging!

! Pollard!et!al.!(2010)! 16! Limited!

validation!

Proposed!new!

theory!

! !!!!!!Evaluated!as!! Emerging! ! !

!

 

2.1.3 Information system failure notions 

The framework of Lyyntinen and Hirschheim (1987) was developed in an era when information 

systems were relatively primitive. However, the framework consists of multiple dimensions that 

are still relevant as today. The state-of-the-art illustrates that the theory has been well validated 

by other researchers with empirical data (Checkland et al., 1997; Heeks, 2002). The stated sub-

theories contribute to this study as it categorizes the cause of failing IS implementations. It 

contributes to the study as the design objectives and requirements, management performance, 

performance measurements and the system expectations can be analysed on certain criteria. The 

analyses will illustrate why and what kinds of barriers are identified. The phenomena of IS failure 

notions is supported by the well dominating sub-theory. 

!
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Phenomenon!
IS!failure!notions!

Reference!! Citations! Validity! Strength!in!
theories!

! Davenport!(1998)!

Checkland!et!al.!

(1997)!

Heeks!(2002)!

!

3970!

1660!

!

770!

Well!validated! Dominating!!

O!Correspondence!!

!!!failure!

O!Process!failure!

O!Interaction!failure!

O!Expectation!failure!

Lyytinen!&!Robey!

(1999)!

Kyyntinen!&!

Hirscheim!(1987)!

Hirschheim!et!al.!

(1996)!

Yeo!(2002)!

Lyytinen!&!

Ngwenyama!(1992)!

363!

!

226!

!

287!

!

262!

129!

Some!validation! Emerging!

! ! ! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!

theory!

! Evaluated!as! Dominating! ! !

!

2.1.4 Organizational culture and national culture 

Culture has been identified to exists within every group of society Hofstede (1994) 

Organizational culture is created to control the cultures within an organization and its subsidiaries 

(Adler & Jelinek, 2002). Behaviour of employees is dependent on how it is managed by the 

human resource management process (Triandis, 1996). In addition, organizational culture is 

influenced by the national culture (Hofstede, 1994).  With this in mind, the dimensions that are 

related to behaviour of individuals among employees are analysed. Organizational culture and 

national culture has a strong impact on the individual’s behaviour (Triandis, 1996; 2001). 

Therefore the phenomenon organizational culture is supported by dominating sub-theories about 

organizational culture and national culture.  

Phenomenon!
Organizational!
Culture!!

Reference!! Citations! Validity! Strength!in!theories!

!O!Individualism!vs!!

!!!Collectivism!

O!Power!distance!

O!Uncertainty!!!!

!!!avoidance!

O!Short!or!Long!term!

orientation!

Hofstede!et!al.!

(2010)!

Hofstede!(1991)!

Triandis!(1996)!

Trandis!(2001)!

!

664!

!

595!

1436!

858!

Well!validated! Dominating!!
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O!Masculinity!vs.!

Femininity!

! ! ! Some!validation! Emerging!

! ! ! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Dominating! ! !

National!culture!

affects!

organizational!

culture!

Adler!&!Kwon!

(2002)!

!

!

5996!

!

Well!validated! Dominating!!

! Adler!&!Jelinek!

(1986)!

298! Some!validation! Emerging!

! ! ! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Dominating! ! !

 
 

 

2.1.5 Organizational subcultures 

Subcultures exists within every organization. They vary in size and have different characteristics 

(Hofstede, 1998; 2005). Individuals can be part of multiple subcultures. They are based on the 

organizational culture and support this philosophy (Jemier et al., 1991). Depending on the 

organizational culture, subcultures can have a positive or negative effect (Hofstede 1998). 

Organizational subcultures are relevant for this study since it focuses on the organizational 

barriers that could be caused by the negative side effects of subculture behaviour. The 

phenomenon that organizational subcultures exist within organizations illustrates how groups are 

formed and may intervene the IS development. The phenomenon is supported by dominating and 

emerging sub-theories relevant to subculture behaviour.    

Phenomenon!
Organizational!
subcultures!within!
organizations!

Reference!! Citations! Validity! Strength!in!theories!

! Maanen!&!Barley!

(1983)!

514!

!

Well!validated! Dominating!!

Represents!the!groups! Hofstede!!(1998)!

Jermier!et!al.!

(1991)!

381!

258!

Some!validation! Emerging!

! ! ! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Dominating! ! !
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! ! ! Well!validated! Dominating!!

Acts!in!behave!of!the!

group’s!interest!before!

the!organization!

Hofstede!!(1998)!

Jermier!et!al.!

(1991)!

381!

258!

Some!validation! Emerging!

! ! ! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Emerging! ! !

! ! ! Well!validated! Dominating!!

Results!into!conflicts!

between!groups!

Hofstede!!(1998)!

Jermier!et!al.!

(1991)!

!

381!

258!

!

!

Some!validation! Emerging!

! ! ! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Emerging! ! !

! ! ! Well!validated! Dominating!!

Will!sabotage!other!

groups!if!necessary!!

Hofstede!(1988)! 381! Some!validation! Emerging!

! ! ! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Emerging! ! !

!
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2.1.6 Organizational Politics 

Organizational politics derives in competitive business cultures (Castells, 2007; Hofstede, 1998). 

It is behaviour based on self-behaviour that correlates with a self-serving style. The individual 

will sabotage on behave of himself or on behave of the sub-group for strategically short- or long-

term purposes (Castells, 2007; Toma et al, 2009). Sub-groups are hostile since rewards are based 

on power. The individuals within the sub-groups are inattentive and can potentially be 

destructive.  In the other hand, resistance can also be based on honest resistance (Cropanzo et al., 

1997).  These sub-theories contribute to the phenomenon organizational politics that is perceived 

according to this study. 

Phenomenon!
Organizational!
Politics!

Reference!! Citations! Validity! Strength!in!theories!

! Castells!(2007)! 986! Well!validated! Dominating!!

Honest!resistance! Cropanzano!et!al.!

(1997)!

735! Some!validation! Emerging!

! ! ! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Dominating! ! !

! Castells!(2007)! 986! Well!validated! Dominating!!

Strategic!selfO

sabotage!!

Cropanzano!et!al.!

(1997)!

735! Some!validation! Emerging!

! Toma!et!al.!(2009)! 60! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Dominating! ! !

! Castells!(2007)! 986! Well!validated! Dominating!!

Derives!in!

competitive!

business!cultures!

Cropanzano!et!al.!

(1997)!

735! Some!validation! Emerging!

! Toma!et!al.!(2009)! 60! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Dominating! ! !

! ! ! Well!validated! Dominating!!

SubOgroups!can!be!

Hostile!

Hofstede!!(1998)! 381! Some!validation! Emerging!

! Toma!et!al.!(2009)! 60! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Emerging! ! !

!
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2.1.7 Counter Implementation strategies 

Subculture groups or individuals form counter implementation strategies in order to protect their 

interest (Keen 1981; Cropanzano et al., 1997;Hofstede, 1998). The previous phenomenon 

supported the source of organisational barriers. Counter Implementation strategies are the 

motives behind these barriers. The following sub-theories support the reasoning for counter 

implementation strategies by individuals or groups. 

Phenomenon!
Reasons!for!counter!
implementation!
strategies!

Reference!! Citations! Validity! Strength!in!theories!

! Keen!(1981)!

Cropanzano!et!al.!

(1997)!

1019!

683!

Well!validated! Dominating!!

Designed!to!protect! ! ! Some!validation! Emerging!

! De!Dreu!&!Nauta!

(2009)!

!93! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Dominating! ! !

! Keen!(1981)!

Cropanzano!et!al.!

(1997)!

1019!

683!

Well!validated! Dominating!!

Is!required!to!

survive!!

! ! Some!validation! Emerging!

! Toma!et!al.!(2009)! 60! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Dominating! ! !

! ! ! Well!validated! Dominating!!

Arises!when!

individuals!do!not!

benefit!from!the!

project!!

Hofstede!(1998)! 381! Some!validation! Emerging!

! Toma!et!al.!(2009)! 60! Limited!validation! Proposed!new!theory!

! Evaluated!as! Emerging! ! !

!
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2.2 Hypotheses 

The theoretic framework presented in 2.0 has provided information about variables and factors 

that relate and influence the IS project’s success. The literature review validated theories to 

acknowledge their accuracy. Based on the theoretic framework and the literature review, 

hypotheses are established. The hypotheses are tested to determine how various factors are 

connected with each other that influences organizational barriers during IS projects. The main 

factors to be tested are Project results, Project expectations & requirements, Counter 

implementation strategies, and organizational culture, with its dimensions. 

 

Project results 

When initiating a project, success is what matters most to the organization. Heeks (2002) 

categorizes project results as total failure, partial failure and success. A project is successful when 

it meets or exceeds its objectives and expectations. However determining when an IS project is 

actually successful depends on various factors. SDLC and ITSM are information system 

methodologies that have evolved in becoming the standard (Avison & Fitzgerald, 2003). SDLC 

or ITSM provide the framework of how the project is managed. Despite the similarities or 

differences of both frameworks, they both rely on the inputs given by clients that result into the 

customer’s expectations and project objectives (Pollard, Gupta & Satzinger, 2010).  IT Cortex 

(2015) has analysed various surveys from consultants such as KPMG and OASIG to illustrate 

that misunderstanding of scope/objectives/ requirements and change scope and objectives has 

been often the reason of project failure. In addition the lack of top management commitment, 

conflict among stakeholders and failure to manage end-user expectations were also top risks that 

influenced the project scope. Lyyntinen and Hirschheim’s (1987) information system failure 

notions take various factors that relates to the project expectations by users and management. 

With this in mind, the project results are based on the project expectations and requirements. 

Counter implementation strategies are the methods how individuals or groups counter the project 

implementation (Castells, 2007). Therefore constantly changing the project scope, expectations 

and commitment can be a tool to influence the project’s success. To explore these factors the 

following hypothesis was established. H1 The project results are based on the project 

expectations and requirements  
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Project Expectations and Requirements 

Individuals or groups within an organization react to threats by forming counter implementation 

strategies. Those who are affected by IS development feel that their territory is intruded, by 

limiting their autonomy, influence and add to their workload (Castells, 2007). Counter 

implementation strategies include factors that influence project expectations or objectives. The 

SDLC and ITSM are directly affected by these strategies. Therefore counter implementation 

strategies affect the way the projects are managed. Constantly changing the scope and objectives 

are often used as counter implementation strategy (IT Cortex, 2015). For this reason the 

hypotheses relates how counter implementation strategies affect the project expectations and 

requirements directly.  The results are directly linked with hypothesis H1, if the project 

succeeded or not. In order to find the cause of counter implementations, the groups responsible 

are also researched as it can be motivated by genuine resistance, misunderstanding or 

organizational politics.  According to researchers such as Heeks (2002) Information systems are 

used to break up the monopoly of power so it can be distributed evenly. Therefore it can 

endanger the political position and counter implementation strategies are created by those 

affected to prevent the shift in power. (Keen, 1981; Toma et al., 2009;Hofstede, 1998;) This 

hypothesis will be tested so it will result into the true motivation behind counter implementation 

strategies. H2 Counter implementation strategies affect the project expectations and 

requirements directly 

 

Organizational culture 

The organizational culture affects the environment and interaction on the work floor. It directly 

affects the relationships that result into sub culture groups. Organizational politics derive from 

the business environments of the sub culture groups (Hofstede, 1998). Organizational culture is 

the business environment that has been created by the company. Therefore organizational culture 

is the root of the subcultures behaviour that leads to counter implementation strategies. 

Competitive business cultures embrace competition between individuals. These individuals are 

part of subcultures and are aware that knowledge leads to power (Strong et al., 1997). With this 

in mind the following related hypothesis will test these factors and research the correlations 

between organizational culture and power. H3 Organizational culture causes behaviour that 

results into counter implementation strategies 
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2.3 Theory and Hypotheses relations  

Based on the applied theory and hypothesis the following model is created. It highlights 

correlations based on applied theory in the form of factors. This model shows how study subjects 

are related to others and motivates how it relates to the hypotheses. 

 

H1 relates to the factors of the project results. These project results are categorized as success, 

delayed or failure. Project results are part of the ‘’System development life cycle’’ that can 

indicate which stage of the project plan is struggling. Project results are directly affected by the 

‘’Project Expectations & Requirements’’. Project Expectations & Requirements are identified 

by H2. H2 identifies the ‘’Project Expectations & Requirements’’. It is directly related to H1 and 

H3. Just like H1 it is part of the ‘’System development life cycle’’. The ‘’Project Expectations & 

Requirements’’ are directly influenced by H3 as ‘’Counter implementation strategies’’ may affect 

the ‘’Project Expectations & Requirements’’. The H3 relates to the ‘’Counter implementation 

strategies’’ that are formed due the effects of organizational culture. It may be based on the 

individual or group that is based on a subculture. Motives such as genuine resistance, 

misunderstanding and organizational politics can be the cause of Counter implementation 

strategies. It is directly related to H2 and therefore indirectly related to H1. 

 
Figure!1:!Relations!model!

!

!

!

Source:!Own!

Subculture!!

!

Individual!!

Organizational!Culture!!

Genuine!Resistance!!

Organizational!Politics!

Counter!

implementation!

strategies!!

Project!

Expectations!&!

Requirements!

System!Development!life!cycle!!

Project!Results!!

O!Success!!!

O!Delayed!!

OFailure!

Misunderstanding!

H1!H2!H3!
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3.0 Methodology Framework 
This chapter describes how research was conducted.  It highlights and motivates the choices 

regarding this matter. The chapter presents how the findings were evaluated during this study. 

In addition it also presents how the hypotheses were tested. 

 

3.1 Research method 

This study is based on deductive research. It contrasts inductive research by starting with the 

theory of the topic, to narrow it down in specific hypotheses, which will then be tested to collect 

observations, so that the original theories can be confirmed or rejected (Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhil, 2009). Inductive research works the other way around by starting with observations to 

broader generalizations and theories. This method has more open approach compared to the 

deductive method that is applied to this study (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhil, 2009). The 

deductive research method is chosen due its narrow and specific characteristics.  Researchers 

have already established theories and therefore the aim of this study is test and evaluate if the 

theory is applicable in practice. Deductive research starts with theory and ends with an 

observation (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhil, 2009).  In support of deductive 

research, this study follows the way of an exploratory research. Exploratory research is 

conducted when a problem has not been clearly defined. This is typical when the researcher has 

an idea and seeks to understand it. It is an attempt to lay groundwork for future research. This is 

in line with this study aim since this is to investigate if organizational barriers actually occur and 

if so, to understand this phenomena. The purpose is to provide information to assist in future 

research, to gain knowledge and to understand the subject (Neuman, 2003; Saunders et al., 2009). 

3.2 Qualitative research 

There are two methodological approaches applied for social science. This could be quantitative or 

qualitative. The reasons that justify the applied method over the other are dependent on the 

research question, subject, research approach and nature of data collection (Neuman, 2003; 

Saunders et al., 2009). Quantitative research focuses on measuring a phenomenon with the 

main characteristic that it often applies surveys or questionnaires to collect data. It involves 

numerical analysis of data. Qualitative research is used to gain understanding of underlying 

motives and opinions. This method is designed to reveal behaviour and perceptions that relates to 

specified topics. Qualitative research data is descriptive and contains in-depth information of the 

subject (Lewis, & Thornhil, 2009). 
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For this study Qualitative research is conducted in combination with the deductive research 

method. Despite that deductive research is often characterized by the use of quantitative research 

it is not limited to this type of research (Saunders et al. 2009). The reason for this approach is the 

quality of collected data. Qualitative research focuses on gathering in-depth data rather than' 

large' quantities of statistic information (Bryman &'Bell, 2011). Qualitative research was 

conducted in the form of interviews with key staff members related to this topic. Interviews may 

not be statistically measureable, but provide richer quality information. This leads to the 

discovery of new study subjects and problems that should be addressed in the future. (Saunders et 

al. 2009). 

 

3.3 Data sources 
The data was collected through primary and secondary data. Primary data is data collected by the 

researcher. It is often in the form of observations, interviews, surveys or experiments. Secondary 

data is originally collected by other researchers. Therefore it is can be referred as existing data 

found in journals and libraries for example (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Saunders, Saunders et al. 

2009). This study uses primary and secondary data.  Other researchers had already collected 

secondary data in the form of scientific articles or market analyses. Whereas primary data was 

collected through interviews by the researcher. By conducting interviews the researcher was able 

to collect primary data. The interviews were standardized to support the purpose of comparing 

the different perspectives and opinions of the interviewees (Saunders et al. 2009).  

 

3.4 Data collection process 
Empirical data for the analysis was collected as followed. Interviews were held face-to-face at 

the offices of the interviewees. The interviews lasted approximately an hour and were recorded 

when possible. When recording was not allowed, it would be transcribed and noted at 

simultaneously during the interview. The transcribed data would be collected and analysed to 

for the analysis of empirical data to form patterns and highlights (Hoepfl, 1997;Saunders et al., 

2009).  The interviews were conducted from 1st of June 2014 till the 9th of December 2014. 

Software such as Microsoft Office (OSX), Google Drive and Google docs were applied to 

process the data. 
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3.5 Data Analysis process  

According to Hoepfl (1997) researchers require creative solutions to process the gathered 

empirical data. It requires to be transcribed and broken down so that it can be presented in a 

logical and meaningful way. This is necessary to ensure other readers are able to understand the 

context. To support this process, qualitative research software tools have been applied. Atlus Ti 8 

(2015) allowed the researcher to sort and group data into categories. Such software allows the 

researcher to keep the data manageable. Despite the tool, the researcher was still required to 

analyse the data based on his own judgement. With this in mind, data was reduced during the first 

phase of transcription. Reduction in this case involves simplifying and summarizing collected 

data to address generalizations and highlights (Saunders et al. 2009). After conducting 

interviews, the interviews answers were rewritten so it could be easily understood while 

maintaining the respondents view. These answers were analysed and categorized into patterns to 

note similarities or differences. The Pattern analysis presents the primary data (Hoepfl, 1997). 

Correlation data identified relationships that correlate with certain factors of the applied 

theoretical data. Relationships also revealed certain patterns that supported motivations of the 

respondent’s view. With this in mind, it began possible to postulate the data thus making sense of 

the empirical findings (Patton, 2001).  The findings will be presented with visual support to 

increase  coherence between the various patterns. This is made possible by Atlus Ti 8 (2015)  as 

the researcher finalizes the research.   

 

3.6 Sample 

Collecting data from the whole organization takes time and is costly. According to Bryman & 

Bell (2011) it is possible to collect data from a sample of the employees that will represent the 

organization.  The organization chosen for this study is referred as ‘’Company A’’. This is due 

the study limitations of the NDA. The organization has in total 29.034 employees working across 

2270 entities. Their main operation is the distribution of electronic materials for various 

construction industries. They operate in 37 countries with their main market being the European 

market. 

 

3.7 Sample selection 

Based on the organizational structure and the IS development project that acts as a case, the 

Criterion-based sampling has been applied (Patton, 2001; Saunders et al., 2009). This means 

that the sample has been selected based on appropriate units for this study. The large quantity of 
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potential units of the whole organization would be more suitable when conducting a quantitative 

study. In this case the study focuses on quality data that requires strong related units (Patton, 

1999, 2001).  The groups of the sample selection can be divided as employees related to IS 

development and implementation, managers and the main users also referred as clients. This 

decision ensures that all subculture groups are involved including the users, decision-makers and 

implementers of the project. This sampling technique is known for a strong quality assurance but 

may not represent the entire population well since it has a nonprobability sampling approach. 

This means that it does not involve random selection as a probability sampling would  (Patton, 

2001; Saunders et al., 2009). 
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With this in mind, this study has applied the following demographical selection as seen in figure 

B. The Dutch and Swedish entities have been selected based on accessibility and cooperation. 

In addition the head office is located in the Netherlands that reflect the organization’s business 

culture accurately for comparison with foreign entities such as the Swedish. This also allows to 

compare the business culture and their national cultural influences.    

The Netherlands has 5 entities with their own IS team. Sweden is represented by 2 entities 

supported by a Scandinavian IS team. In addition, both teams were supported by a global team 

that was responsible for the software and support. 

 
!Figure!2:!Sample!selection!model!

!

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

!

!
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!
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3.8 Sample size 
Criterion-based sampling allows the researcher to set criteria to select all cases that meet these 
requirements (Saunders et al., 2009). This method allows this study to select key contacts from 
the following cases.  
!

Table!4:!Sample!selection!

!

Department! Persons!
Global!IS!system!&!client!software!developers! !

O!Project!leader!&!developer! 3/6!

Global!IS!system!implementation!management! !

O!Manager!responsible!for!initial!stage!and!planning! 1/1!

Dutch!IS!implementation!team!! ! !

O!Project!leader!&!implementation!team! 4/8!

Swedish!IS!implementation!team!! !

O!Project!leader!&!implementation!team! 2/3!

Dutch!user!clients! !

O!Customer!support,!logistics,!planners!and!account!managers! 9!

Swedish!user!clients! !

O!Customer!support,!logistics,!planners!and!account!managers! 5!

Dutch!management!team! !

O!General!manager!of!Benelux,!logistics!manager,!financial!manager!&!information!

manager.!!

4!

Swedish!management!team! !

O!Sales!manager!and!logistics!manager! 2!

! 30!

!

Source:!Own!

 

3.9 Validity and Reliability 

According to Patton (2001) qualitative research should be highly concerned about the validity 

and reliability of the study. Moderator bias had been taken into account during the interviews. 

Questions have to be asked in a neutral way that allows biased questions and bias answers to be 

avoided (Saunders et al. 2009).  During the data analysis redetection phase, data was critically 

analysed on bias of the author before rewriting the views of the respondents. The interviewees 

provided feedback after the researcher shared their recoding data. The interviewees were able to 

confirm that bias of the researcher was minimal. These respondents were selected on criterion-

based sampling, this ensures the reliability of expertise and experience of the respondents 

regarding this study. By applying criterion-based sampling participant error was avoided 

(Saunders et al. 2009). The business culture of the company required employees to speak and 

read English on a business level, therefore it is unlikely that the Swedish or Dutch employees 

misunderstood questions and were unable to express themselves.  
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Additional measurements were applied to increase the validity and reliability of this study. 

Secondary data shown in the literature review was supported by the state-of-the-art in the 

second chapter. It indicates which theories are emerging and dominating in the field that are 

directly or in-directly related to this study. The state-of-the-art indicates that the applied theory is 

relevant to this study, thereby increasing the reliability and validity of this study.  As indicated 

Primary data may provide rich detailed data that may contain variables. In this case interviews 

were conducted. To illustrate the relationship between primary and secondary data theoretical 

measurements were applied. Theoretical measurements show the relationships between the 

applied theory and the interview questions. It shows what the researcher tried to understand by 

asking specific questions. Since interview answers may involve multiple variables 

Operationalization has been applied as well. It is the process of transforming abstract theories 

into empirical and applicable concept in research (Home & Solvang, 1997) Operationalization 

clarifies the quality of data by giving operational definitions based on the applied literature. The 

theoretical measurements and operationalization are discussed as followed. 

 

3.10 Theoretical measurements for interviews 

The result of an IS project is the main subject regarding IS development. To understand the 

employees view on the IS projects; interviews were conducted with employees who fit the 

criteria of the sample selection. The interview question guideline was based on the theoretical 

framework provided in the theoretic chapter. This section will discuss the interview question 

and how it correlates with the relevant theory. Theoretical measurements allow the reader to 

understand the true meaning behind questions. 

 

Q1 - When is a IS project considered successful? How is this measurable 

Question 1 uncovers the criteria of the interviewee on how he or she perceives the success of the 

implementation of an IS project. According to Lyyntinen and Hirschenheim  (1987) the criteria 

vary per individual since it can be a subjective experience. The interviewee’s feedback can be 

categorized into the four drivers of Lyyntinen and Hirschenheim (1987) to address what factors 

(Correspondence, Process, Interaction or Expectation) affected the project success. This also 

relates to the SDLC and ITSM on how the project was managed.  

 

Q2 - Does the project scope and expectations change from time to time? How come? 

Q3 - What is the result of adjusting the project scope and expectations? 
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Q4 - Based on your opinion, did the project succeeded to meet your expectations and user 

expectations? 

The SDLC and ITSM are based on the project objectives and requirements. It is the way it is 

managed to achieve the set goals (Pollard et al., 2010). Therefore adjusting the project scope and 

requirements affects the IS project results greatly (Ekvali & Weidema, 2004; Davis et al., 1988). 

The purpose of these questions is to identify for what reasons it occurs and how it affected the 

project. In addition it addresses how the interviewee perceives the project expectations. 

According to Lyyntinen and Hirschenheim  (1987) this should be taken in account since members 

have different desires of IS.  Question 4 will be a multiple-choice question to make it 

measureable in three categories on a Likert scale (Likert, 1932;Saunders et al., 2009 ). 

 

Q5 - Do you believe in the added value of IS projects development? How is it beneficial to you 

and the company? 

The perceived value of the IS implementation reflects the interviewee’s acceptance and success 

of the project (Checkland et al., 1997; Heeks, 2002). In addition it also illustrates how it affects 

certain positions within the organization (Hofstede, 1998). 

 

Q6 - Does the lack of IS knowledge or misunderstanding, confuses employees in 

understanding the value of IS to the company? 

Q7 - Did this result into resistance to the project? What positions showed most resistance? 

Q8 - How did they express their disagreement in terms of behaviour? 

According to Lyyntinen and Hirschenheim  (1987) IS projects are subjected to subjective 

experiences and interpretations of individuals. This also reflects the perceived value of 

individuals  (Castells, 2007; Heeks, 2002). The lack of knowledge or misunderstanding leads to 

misinformed employees that cause confusion. This might affect the required support and 

commitment of employees in the company (Pipino et al., 2002; Yeo, 2002). The following 

questions link the answers to possible counter implementation strategies (Castells, 2007). It 

illustrates the behaviour against the project and which positions showed the most resistance. 

 

Q8 - Do IS projects form a threat to certain employees? If so, why would it? 

Q9 - Does IS harm performance of employees? If so how does it affect the performance 

IS systems spread the distribution of knowledge monopolies (Pollard, 2010). As Strong (1997) 

states, data tends to be a political source instead of an intellectual commodity. Information 
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symbolizes status, shapes relationships and enhances authority. It is an element of power that is 

distributed with others because of the data input of IS systems (Strong et al., 1997). In addition, 

other factors of potential treats are also taken into consideration depending on the individual’s 

situation (Hofstede, 1998). 

 

Q10 - Could you describe the business culture? 

Q11 - How can individuals affect project objectives and expectations? 

Organizational cultures can be categorized by characteristics based on the Hofstede cultural 

dimensions (Hofstede et al., 2010). Characteristics such as Power distance, Individualism, 

Uncertainty avoidance, and term orientation form the type of culture that is present on the work 

floor. It indicates the acceptable values and norms within the business (Hofstede, 1998). The 

main purpose of this question is to highlight the individual’s reaction in relation with the power 

dominance and democracy. 

 

Q12 - Do units form specific groups to protect their interest? 

Q13 - Does this affect the work environment and relationships among each other? 

Q14 – Outsourced IS implementation employees, are they seen as a threat? 

The following questions are based on the behaviour of individuals regarding organizational 

culture from the previous question. Hofstede (1998) and Morgan, Gregory & Roach (1997) 

identified that subcultures are formed within the organization. These subcultures have similar 

interests and act in behave of the group’s interest above others. These questions illustrate the 

presence of these groups and how they behave towards each other. It could lead to conflicts 

among subcultures due the different opinions and certain decisions and objectives (Morgan, 

Gregory & Roach, 1997). In addition, Hofstede’s (1998) subcultures dimensions help to 

categorize the types within the organization. 

 

Q15 - How important is competitiveness in relationship with teamwork? 

Q16 - How is performance rewarded? Are there certain targets or goals that have to be 

achieved? 

Q17 – The Hofstede dimensions rating  (Likert scale) 

The following questions address the reward culture within the organization. This relates to the 

required performance of certain units (Hofstede, 1998). In addition, it supports the reasoning why 
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certain employees feel threatened by IS development and how knowledge relates to power in 

respect of performance (Cropanzano et al., 1997). 

 

3.11 Operationalization 

Operationalization is the process of transforming abstract theories into an empirical and 

applicable concept in research (Home & Solvang, 1997). The aim is to obtain relevant 

information to draw accurate conclusions. Qualitative data delivers rich detailed information 

with multiple variables. These variables require clarifying and strengthening to ensure the 

quality of data. This section will address these matters by giving the operational definition that 

correlates with the related factor that is included into the interview questions.  

%

Table E forms the operationalization process of this study. The ‘’factor’’ categorizes the 

questions and theory it relates to a specific research area. The categories are project results, 

project expectations and requirements, counter implementation strategies and organizational 

culture influences. The ‘’operational definition’’ presents how the related theory is defined and 

measured per category.  The idea is that the ‘’measurement details’’ illustrates how the interview 

questions correlate with the ‘’operational definition’’ that relates to the specific category as 

shown in the ‘’factor’’. The references show correlations with the theory and validation.  

 

To give an example: The category ‘’project results’’ have to be identified. In this case this can be 

measured by by the definition of Heeks (2002) as ‘’Success, Partial failure or Total failure. The 

questions Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4 are directly related to investigate this matter. Due the potential of multi-

variable answers from interviewees, the answers will be categorized as ‘’Success, Partial failure 

or Total failure’’ this is based on the theory of Heeks (2002). 
Table!5:!Operationalization!!

!

! Operationalization! ! !

Factor! Operational!definition! Measurement!

details!

Reference!

Project!Results! Can!be!measured!as!

Success!–!by!meeting!the!requirements!&!

objectives!

Partial!failure!–!meeting!certain!objectives!

and!requirements,!that!results!into!delay!or!

adjustments!

Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4! Heeks!(2002)!
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Total!failure!–!resulting!in!aborting!the!
operations!!

Project!
expectations!and!
requirements!!

Project!requirements!stated!in!the!project!

objectives.!The!objectives!are!SMART!and!

therefore!measurable.!

!

Project!expectations!are!subjective!and!are!

therefore!categorized!based!in!the!IS!notions!

as!the!individual’s!expectations,!

stakeholders!expectations!and!user!

expectations.!As!a!measure!tool!the!Likert!

scale!has!also!been!applied.!

Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4! Patton!)2001)!

Saunders!et!al.,!

(2009)!

Lyyntinen!and!

Hirschenheim!!

(1987)!

Counter!
implementation!
strategies!

Project!resistance!from!groups!or!

individuals.!Whether!it!is!based!on!

misunderstanding,!resistance!for!the!benefit!

of!the!company!or!based!on!organizational!

politics.!

Counter!implementation!strategies!will!be!

measured!based!on!actions!with!specific!

results.!For!example,!person!A!did!not!allow!

data!X!to!be!shared!with!person!B.!As!a!

result!person!B!was!forced!to!create!data!X!

himself.!!!

Q5,Q6,Q7,Q11! Castells!(2007)!

Strong!et!al.!(1997)!

Keen!(1981)!

Toma!&!Butera!

(2009)!

Cropanzano!et!al.!

(1997)!

Organizational!
culture!
Influences!

Cultural!Characteristics!
Are!based!on!Hofstede’s!cultural!dimensions!

in!the!form!of!the!Likert!Scale.!

!

Organizational!subcultures!are!groups!
formed!that!protect!the!same!interest!and!

objectives.!They!have!a!strong!association!to!

work!towards!collective!goals.!

!!

Power!of!knowledge!
is!defined!as!valuable!knowledge!that!gives!

the!individual!a!competitive!advantage!over!

the!other.!For!example!person!A!has!details!

about!a!potential!deal!of!customer!B.!

Whereas!person!C!is!a!colleague!and!is!

unaware!and!is!therefore!at!a!disadvantage.!

!

Rewards!based!on!Power!!
Performance!rewards!based!on!specific!

objectives!to!stimulate!competitiveness.!

!

IS!threats!performance!
IS!is!harming!the!individuals!performance!by!

sharing!information!with!other!employees.!

This!reduces!the!power!of!knowledge!of!an!

individual.!!

Q7,Q8,Q9,Q10!

Q12,Q13,Q14!

Q15,Q16!

Hofstede!et!al.,!

(2010)!

Hofstede!

(1994;1998;2005)!

Adlet!(2002)!

Triandis!(1996)!

Clark!&!Mills(!1979)!

Strong!et!al.!(1997)!

Morgan!et!al.!

(1997)!

Source:!Own!
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 3.12 Methodology model summary 

The methodology choices for this study have been discussed. It should be clear how this study 

has been conducted. These choices have made it possible to create the following methodology 

model.  

 
Figure!3:!Methodology!model!
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4.0 Empirical data 

This chapter presents the empirical data collected.  To maintain overview for the reader, data 

has been presented visually and descriptively. This makes it more accessible for the reader due 

the quantity of data. There are 19 patterns identified during this research. The amount of 

patterns were selected the by probability based on the given results. The empirical data is also 

presented in appendix B followed up by the identified patterns in appendix C. 

 

The theoretical measurements and operationalization illustrated how the questions were related to 

the given subjects. The data that is coded data that is collected is presented in appendix B and C. 

Appendix B present the coded data that includes transcribed data and Appendix C present the 

pattern analysis data. This chapter presents the patterns found and the relationship with the 

factors related to the study. 

 

Project Results Related Patterns 

The first four questions relate to the impact of changing the project scope and how this directly 

affects the project’s success rate. Pattern 1 illustrates the different viewpoints of employees 

regarding the success criteria of an IS project. The group that is directly involved with the IS 

project development has the opinion that concessions had to made. This means that not all 

objectives have to be achieved. The system has to be operational and can be adjusted in the  long 

run. As long as the high priority tasks have been achieved, the project can be regarded as a 

success. The given success rate would vary between 75% and 90% of the objectives.  

 

Pattern 2 represents the workforce that is directly related with business operations in relation 

with the customers. They are the group that uses the IS system the most in comparison with the 

group of Pattern 1. The majority of Pattern 2 states that the project is successful when all 

objectives are met. Some individuals specified that everything they need needs to work at least 

for them. The minority stated that it is successful when management decided is has been 

successful. Pattern 3 is recognized in question two that relates to the causes of change in project 

scope and expectations.  

 

Pattern 3 shows that the IS development teams and managers were aware of changes in project 

scope and expectations. Especially, managers were informed and affected by these changes. This 

was in the form of continuous negotiations and debates during meetings. The IS team members 
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were only aware of the results of these changes and had no knowledge of the causes unlike the 

management. The regular workforce was not aware of these developments, therefore they were 

only able to speculate. The fourth pattern relates to the results and reaction to the change of the 

project scope and expectations. The majority agreed that it resulted into delays, waste of effort 

and the account managers stated that it created uncertainty for customers. Account managers face 

additional difficulties to maintain repeated purchases by customers due uncertainty. Pattern 4 

supports Pattern 3 that only the management is directly related to the cause of change that 

increases their workload due the barriers created by these delays and changes.  

 

The fifth Pattern takes the personal opinion of the individual in consideration. It relates to their 

criteria of success. Pattern 5 differentiates success and partial success. The majority of the 

workforce that is directly related to the customer perceives the project as a partial success. There 

are multiple indications that the system is inconsistent and lacks accurate data. This is essential 

for the workforce’s operations. Those who are not dependent on customer relation management 

data such as logistics and finance are not affected. Therefore these employees perceive the project 

as a success. In addition, management and the IS teams also share this opinion.  

 

Project Expectations and requirements of the individual 

The following Patterns support the project expectations and requirements of the individuals. 

Pattern 6 is strongly related to Pattern 2. Pattern 2 indicated the criteria of success according to 

the individuals. In addition, it also relates with their perceived expectations. In general, their 

expectations is that the system will work according to their job requirements. In most cases the 

workforce acknowledges it as a fully functional system.  

 

Pattern 7 illustrates that the majority believes that the system has not met the expectations, 

despite the management regarding it as a success. There are multiple issues with the system that 

affects the workforce’s performance. Both Patterns indicate that individuals perceive success on 

how it reflects their own individual performance. 

 

Counter implementation strategies related 

The following Patterns are related to counter implementation strategies. Pattern 8 reveals that not 

everybody agreed on the necessity of upgrading the IS system. The majority believed that the IS 

improvements were beneficial for supply chain management. The employees would benefit from 
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more accurate data that results into a faster reacting supply chain.  Those who disagreed with the 

benefits of the system were employees who suffered more problems and issues than before. 

Pattern 9 categorizes the different viewpoints of groups when working together. The IS team, 

management team and the workforce have different understandings about certain business 

operations. The cooperation between these groups stumbled upon misunderstanding and the 

inability to relate to each other. In addition, the objectives of these groups differ that they tend to 

prioritize their tasks at the sake of the others.  

 

Pattern 10 states that the most resistance came from stakeholders and the customers. It is most 

likely that these groups have the most influence on the decision-making of the company.  

Pattern 11 supports this, as employees state that they can indirectly influence the stakeholders by 

providing feedback. Especially feedback based on customer response is regarded as a strong 

influence to the stakeholders. As a result, this can influence the project scope and requirements. 

In addition, regular feedback response of the employees is also regarded as an influence to the 

project scope and requirements. 

!

Organizational culture and Information system development related 

The following patterns are related to the relationship between organizational culture and IS 

development. Pattern 12 and Pattern 10 correlate to the same matter on the groups who showed 

the most resistance. The stakeholders and customers have the most influence on providing 

resistance. The company is driven by the customer’s needs and the managers make decisions on 

behave of the stakeholders. Therefore these groups are essential for the success of in IS 

implementation project.  

 

Pattern 13 reveals that those who are negatively affected by the IS development perceive the 

project as a threat. Especially, account managers feel threatened while logistics and finance don’t 

feel affected at all. This is most likely, due the fact that logistics and finance are less affected by 

the IS project development.  Pattern 14 acknowledges that groups are aware of how they are able 

to influence their project expectations and requirements. It is most common that users provide 

inconsistent feedback that tends to be unrealistic. This makes it difficult for the IS team to 

successfully implement the IS system. The Swedish workers tend to report directly to the 

managers. Whereas the Dutch workforce reports it to multiple groups such as shareholders, 
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managers and the IS team. They are actually only supposed to report to other groups other than 

the IS team in situations when it becomes critical.  

 

Pattern 15 and 16 are based on the acknowledgement of groups being formed to form resistance 

to certain decisions. The majority acknowledges that these groups influences relationships on the 

work floor. Pattern 15 reveals that interaction between employees can be negatively influenced 

but does not affect the performance of the work that has to be delivered. Although, it does occur 

that employees are less willing to put in additional effort for others and prioritizes mainly their 

own work or benefits. Pattern 16 illustrates that the Swedish employees are affected but 

specifically state that it will not harm each other’s business performance. This is in contrast with 

the Dutch counterpart where there are certain indications that correlate with Pattern 15.  

 

Pattern 17 illustrates that outsourced IS employees feel threatened by the organization’s 

employees. This is in contrast of the opinion of the organization’s employees. The Dutch account 

managers and some IS members support this opinion but the majority of the organization does 

not. Pattern 18 reveals that the Dutch organizational culture values competitiveness and 

individualism much more than the Swedish counterpart. Pattern 19 shows similarities on how 

employees are rewarded for their performance. In most cases this leads to additional 

compensation in the form of bonuses or salary increases. Occasionally, these compensations are 

in the form of additional day off. 

 

The given patterns relate to the hypotheses of this study. For the convenience of the reader the 

following page will present a table with a summary of highlights of the found of the patterns. 

This followed up in the next chapter where the patterns are coded again to present correlations 

with the hypotheses.  

!
!
!
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Pattern!highlights!
This table provides an overview of the identified patterns. It highlights important factors that 
correlate with the study’s hypotheses. 
!

Table!6:!Pattern!overview!

!

Pattern!1! Management!and!IS!team!define!success!–!

75%O90%,!Highest!priority!objectives!need!

to!be!achieved!

Pattern!11! Providing!feedback!is!common.!However!

employees!also!tend!report!to!the!

stakeholders!and!management!on!behave!

of!the!customer.!!

Pattern!2! Workforce!majority!states!all!objectives!

need!to!be!achieved.!

Pattern!12! Customer!driven!business.!Stakeholders!

and!customers!have!the!most!influence!on!

decisionOmaking!by!management!

Pattern!3! Only!management!and!IS!members!are!

aware!of!project!developments!

Pattern!13! Those!who!are!negatively!affected!

perceive!IS!as!a!threat.!

Pattern!4! Change!in!project!scope!only!affects!IS!and!

the!management’s!workload.!!

Pattern!14! Employees!are!aware!on!how!to!form!IS!

project!barriers.!By!providing!inconsistent!

feedback.!

Pattern!5! The!workforce!with!customer!

relationships!perceives!it!as!partial!

success.!Those!who!are!indirectly!related!

as!success.!

Pattern!15! It!affects!the!relationships!among!

employees!without!intention!to!thwart.!!

Individuals!tend!to!prioritize!their!own!

work!above!others.!

Pattern!6! IS!has!to!work!accordingly!to!the!

individuals’!job!requirements.!Workforce!

expects!a!fully!operational!system!unlike!

finance!or!logistics.!

Pattern!16! Swedish!employees!are!less!affected!as!

the!Dutch!employees.!Different!opinions!

and!viewpoints!do!not!affect!

relationship’s!performance.!

Pattern!7! Management!perceives!it!as!success,!

while!the!majority!contrasts!this!opinion.!

Pattern!17! Outsourced!IS!members!act!as!they!are!

seen!as!a!threat.!While!reality!contrasts!

this.!!

Pattern!8! The!main!users!disagreed!on!the!necessity!

of!the!new!system.!It!caused!more!

problems!than!being!beneficial.!IS!&!

management!contrasts!this!opinion.!

Pattern!18! Competitiveness!and!individualism!is!

strongly!present!and!valued!by!Dutch!

employees.!This!is!less!present!among!the!

Swedish!employees.!

Pattern!9! Misunderstanding!and!inability!to!relate!

to!each!other.!Individuals!prioritize!their!

own!objectives!above!the!others.!

Pattern!19! Individual!achievements!are!rewarded!by!

generous!compensations.!!

! !

Pattern!10! Stakeholders!and!customers!showed!most!

resistance.!

! !

!

Source:!Own!

!

!
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5.0 Empirical Study Analysis 
This chapter presents the empirical study analysis. The analysis is based on empirical data that 
was collected through interviews, data and document analysis. This is supported by the given 
theory that creates an understanding of the field studies. 
 

5.1 Hypotheses and pattern correlations. 

The 19 identified patterns show multiple relationships regarding certain matters. The 

‘’Operationalization’’ chapter motivated the objective of certain questions and how it relates to 

certain factors. After conducting the qualitative research it appears that more questions relate to 

multiple factors. The hypotheses are now tested based on the analysis. For visual support, figures 

are illustrated so that the reader can instantly recognize which patterns are related to the 

subject. The hypothesis figures represent the relationships of the patterns and hypotheses. The 

hypotheses are referred as ‘’H’’ and the related number. Patterns are referred as ‘’P’’ with its 

related number, such as P1 for Pattern 1. For example, H1 or hypothesis 1 is answered based on 

the patterns P1,P2,P5,P6,P7 & P8 and are therefore shown in the figure.  

 

5.1.1 Hypothesis 1 
Figure!4:!Hypothesis!H1!project!results!and!project!expectations!&!requirement!relations!!!

                                                                 
Source:!Own!

 

H1 The project results are based on the project expectations and requirements. 

The project expectations and requirements are formed by the management and stakeholders. It is 

the guideline for an IS project on how to succeed.  P1 and P2 show that there are multiple groups 

within the organization that have different viewpoints. Management and the IS team regards the 

project to be successful when 75%-90% of the objectives are met. Low priority objectives can be 

achieved in a later phase. This contrasts the majority who believes all objectives have to be 

H1#
P1#

P2#

P5#
P6#

P7#

P8#
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achieved in order to call it a success. P6 illustrates that the success differs per group, as 

individuals tend to reflect success based on their own job requirements. Unfortunately, P5 shows 

that the management believes that the system is operational for the employees and has therefore 

reached their expectations and requirements. As a result, they had labelled the project as a 

success. This decision has been made despite the signals given by the workforce that it is not 

functioning properly and that the IS project has only caused more trouble than good according to 

P7 & P8. In this case the project results were based on the management’s project expectations 

and requirements. 

 

As Heeks (2002) describes the IS project could be considered as Succes, Partial Failure or Total 

Failure. In this case it should have been considered as Partial Failure since not all objectives are 

met. However, in reality management and the IS team are the decision-makers and regard it as 

success since it partial succeeded in meeting its objectives. Therefore the expectation failure of 

other staff members has had minor effect (Lyytinen & Robey 1999;Yeo, 2002). In addition 

interaction failure notions were also ignored of the account managers, customer service and 

customers (Hirschheim et al. 1996; Heeks, 2002). The subculture groups also played a strong part 

where management and the IS team were dominant. Organizational politics was perceived 

(Strong et al., 1997; Hofstede, 1998). Due their decision-making power it was obvious that the 

project would succeed from their viewpoint. This dominant behaviour could have been the result 

of previous delays where pressure and rewards to ensured success. They would act on behalf of 

the group’s interest for individual prestige (Hofstede, 1998). Organizational politics by the other 

subculture groups were unable to adjust the project results to protect their interest (De Dreu & 

Nauta, 2009). SDLC had little effect on protecting project expectations and requirements (Ekvall 

& Weidema, 2004; Avison & Fitzgerald, 2003). 
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5.1.2 Hypothesis 2 

H2 Counter implementation strategies affect the project expectations and requirements 

directly 
Figure!5:!Hypothesis!H2!relations!between!counter!implementations!and!project!expectations!&!requirements!

 

                                                                            
Source:!Own 
 

Counter implementations are motivated by genuine resistance, misunderstanding and 

organizational politics (Castells, 2007). It is used to protect a group or an individual’s position 

(Strong et al., 1997; De Dreu & Nauta, 2009). This study focuses on counter implementation 

strategies that affect project expectations and requirements. 

 

Organizational politics 

P3 & P4 show that only the management is aware of the project development process. For this 

reason, they are also the group that is affected when the project expectations and requirements are 

changed. When the project scope is changed, management has to debate on reforming the project 

scope based on the expectations and requirements. By disclosing information, management is 

able to reduce pressure and influences by other groups. It is the way to maintain a competitive 

advantage by protecting their organizational position’s power (Strong et al., 1997;Pipino et al. 

2002) P6 relates to these expectations and requirements, the management’s expectations are that 

75%-90% of the objectives are achieved. As a result, the management has been decided that the 

project was a success while the workforce disagreed. According to P9, the upgrade of the IS 

system was only beneficial to a certain employees. Managers, logistics and the planners were the 

ones who benefited from upgraded system. This behaviour indicates that the sub-culture groups 
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acted on behave of their own interests (De Dreu & Nauta, 2009). Multiple sub-culture groups 

were affected and therefore they all tried to protect themselves (Keen, 1981; Cropanzano et al., 

1997). 

 

Misunderstanding 

P9 shows that there was misunderstanding and miscommunication between groups was common. 

It formed a barrier for groups to relate to each other. As a result, individuals tend to prioritize 

their job above the co-workers from other groups. According to Pipino et al. (2002) and Toma et 

al (2009) this behaviour is caused due the different perspectives between the individuals that 

might negatively affect their political position within the organization. 

 

Genuine resistance 

P9, P10 and P13 correlate to resistance of the project. Most resistance came from the stakeholders 

and customers. This was based on the feedback given by the customer service and account 

managers. Their positions were endangered due the increase of workload due the inaccuracy of 

the IS system. Due their motivations and arguments this could be perceived as genuine resistance 

(Cropanzano et al. 1997). As a result, they formed resistance by acting on behave of the customer 

to influence the stakeholders. P10 and P12 showed that most resistance came from the 

stakeholders and customers. P15 and 16 shows that groups were formed in order to protect their 

interest. The patterns also show similar answers from particular groups. These initiatives 

correlates with Hofstede’s (1998) study that shows groups acting on behave of others to protect 

shared interests. 

 

Counter implementation objective 

P11 and P14 indicate that the workforce was aware that they could influence the project 

expectations and requirements by acting on behave of the customers. They were also aware of the 

power of the stakeholders and therefore directly reported it to them. The workforce group was 

aware of the power and control of the management and IS team. It is most likely that they were 

aware of the individual benefits for that specific group, since rewards were based on power.  

Hofstede (1998) argues that counter implementations arise when other individuals do not benefit 

from the situation. Therefore the workforce’s objective was to protect their own current position 

by preventing complicated increasing workload due the achievement of the management and the 
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IS team. According to Keen (1981) and Cropanzano et al., (1997) this behaviour is simply 

motivated for self protection of the individual. 

 

 

5.1.3 Hypothesis 3 

H3 Organizational culture causes behaviour that results into counter implementation 

strategies 
Figure 6: Hypothesis H3 relation between organizational culture and counter implementation strategies 

 

                                                                           
 

Source: Own 

 

The business culture has similar characteristics of a competitive individualistic business 

environment. An individualistic business culture strongly values individual uniqueness and self-

determination. The individual is more admirable if they are ‘’self-made’’, show initiative, make 

up their own mind and work well independently  (Hofstede, 1994). Success is determined by 

reaching more and by obtaining a higher job position. Climbing up the hierarchal ladder is highly 

valued since it brings more wealth and control. In addition employees are expected to defend 

their interests and to seek for promotion by themselves (Hofstede 1994).  An obvious indication 

of the individualistic business culture is that rewards were based on power (Hofstede, 1994; 

Toma & Butera, 2009) P19 shows that individual performance is rewarded with compensations 

and competitiveness is strongly present among Dutch employees according to P18. Based on P2 

and P9 those related to the IS project, feels that the system should work according to their job 

requirements and that they tend to prioritize their needs above others. For this reason those who 

are negatively affected feel that IS is a threat while those who benefit from it appraise the project. 

These patterns show an individualistic environment with selfish values. Selfish behaviour also 
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affects the relationship among employees. When there is sense of threat that endangers the 

individual’s position, he or she will try to prevent this from happening (Cropanzano et al., (1997). 

For this reason, outsourced IS employees feel threatened. 

 
According to Hofstede (1994) this correlates with the high individualistic value of the national 

cultures of the Dutch and Swedes. The Dutch have a higher index value but both are relatively 

high in general. This also reflects the business’s culture that shows tend to have an individualistic 

business culture. Appendix A shows Hofstede’s cultural comparison that correlates with this 

study outcome. 
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6.0 Conclusions and implications 

This chapter presents the results of the study and will be discussed with the theoretical 

framework. The relationship between the study results, theory and discussion points will form 

a conclusion. This chapter will starts with the general discussion and is followed up with a 

more detailed discussion that focuses on the hypotheses. Afterwards limitations and 

suggestions for further research are discussed.  

 

6.1 Discussion 

According to articles such as KPMG’s ‘’ Technology Risk Radar’’  (2014) IT technology will 

only become more complex and more business will be involved. Technology enables the business 

to keep running to deliver its core products. It is here to stay and will continue to develop.  As 

stated in the methodology this study applied exploratory research. Meaning that the aim of the 

study was to investigate if organizational barriers actually occur and if so, to understand this 

phenomena. This study only gives an indication how these organizational barriers occurred 

during the project at this specific organization. It does show the potential causes and motivations 

and therefore it can provide supportive information to assist future research, to gain knowledge 

and to understand the subject (Neuman, 2003; Saunders et al., 2009). 

 

This study collected 30 interviews that contained 16 questions; out of this data 19 patterns were 

identified. These 30 respondents were selected based on criterion-based sampling and represents 

7 entities of the organization. The organization holds 2300 entities and 29,000 employees. With 

this in mind this study is not able to represent the whole organization. Nevertheless it does 

indicate what kind of obstacles occur during IS development projects. 

 

This research indicates that organizational barriers exist during Information System Management 

projects. The implementation of enterprise applications may involve and affect multiple groups at 

the organization. As a result there will be resistance, this could be either honest resistance or 

resistance for own benefit. Resistance forms groups who tend to protect common interests. This 

could potentially be motivated by the performance rewards of the organization. Especially 

competitive organizational environments tend to motive groups to cross paths. Depending on the 

goal of further research, there are many opportunities to investigate this group behaviour, 

individual behaviour or organizational behaviour in detail. This study was limited due time and 

knowledge; therefore it was only able to represent a small group of the organization. Intensive 
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research would lean more to the psychological field and knowledge. As the researcher of this 

study this phenomena intrigue me to learn more about the psychological drivers of organizational 

behaviour. Especially those who work in this industry or area will value further research. In 

addition to that, it would also be interesting to research how experienced project managers 

overcome challenges like this in practise. After all, the goal is to understand the phenomena and 

to overcome the related barriers.  

 

6.2 Discussion of study results analysis 

This case involved multiple groups such as Management, IS team and the workforce employees. 

The studied patterns correlate with the different objectives and behaviour of these groups. This 

behaviour starts by the organizational competitiveness.  The related hypotheses indicate that there 

are multiple factors that motivate organizational barriers. This section discusses the results of the 

analysis of the study results.  

 

Organizational culture 

The business environment was characterized as being competitive and individualistic. 

Performance was based on rewards and causes employees to be competitive among each other. 

There were multiple indications where employees prioritized their own benefits above the 

negative consequences for others. An example of organizational politics was management 

deciding on pushing the project to succeed, despite the negative impact on the workforce. By 

doing so the management had achieved a new achievement that is rewarded by generous 

compensation. This also applied to the IS team that had to finish the project within a certain time 

period to obtain additional compensation. Those who were victim of the negative consequences 

tried to stop the implementation. While they succeeded before, this time they eventually failed. 

With this in mind, the organizational culture created selfish behaviour that led to competition 

among employees. 

 

Information is power 

The phenomena ‘’Information is power’’ was present as expected. Based on secondary research, 

Information System Management was expected to break the monopoly of power within an 

organization. As it may provide the individual a competitive advantage that could empower the 

persons situation in organizations especially when rewards are based on power (Toma & Butera, 

2009;Strong et al., 1997). The relation between this phenomenon and the empirical findings is 
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shown in Pattern 3. Management and the IS team did not share information about the change in 

project scope and expectations to protect their own interest. Shareholders have a strong influence 

within the organization. There are indications that management tried to keep the shareholders 

uninformed to ensure that they do not influence the project process. There were multiple 

indications that ‘’Information is power’’, however the empirical findings showed insufficient 

information to test this phenomenon. For this reason, future research is required to confirm how 

much this phenomenon impacts the development of Information management system 

development. 

 

Competiveness between sub-groups 

Competitiveness creates groups that have similar objectives. According to Hofstede (1998) these 

groups are sub-culture groups.  Groups formed who seek to complete objectives that bring 

compensation and prestige. This is at the costs of other groups who feel that they are required to 

protect themselves. As a result, these groups tend to sabotage each other by forming counter 

implementation strategies.  

 

Indication of organizational barriers 

The development of information management system is often treated as a technical complicated 

process. This study indicates that organizational barriers such as a competitive business culture 

can also form a threatening bottleneck for the project as well. In these types of environment it 

becomes difficult to address the essential objectives of the IS system.  

 

6.3 Discussion of research questions 

The aim of this study was supported by multiple research questions; which will now be discussed 

and answered in this section.  

 

H1 The project results are based on the project expectations and requirements 

The first research questions was concerned the outcome of the IS project. Based on the research 

of IT Cortex (2014) the outcome of projects is often subjectively judged.  According to KPMG 

and OASIG misunderstanding of the project scope, objectives, requirements and the change of 

project scope and requirements have often been the reason of failure (ITCORTEX, 2014; KPMG, 

2014; Yeo, 2002). As Heeks (2002) and Davenport (1998) state, the definition of a project 

success or failure has to be defined. Therefore the first research question explores how the 
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definition of success was established within the company. The patterns that relate to R1 indicated 

that the definition is based on subjective opinions. In this case the opinion of the managers were 

regarded as the most influential. The managers decided to mark the project as success despite of 

the contrasting signals given by other employees. This study indicates that the project results are 

highly influenced by the organizations hierarchy structure and organizational culture. The 

behaviour of the employees are in line with the ‘’Power Distance and Masculinity of Hofstede 

(2010) and the national cultural characteristics shown in Appendix A.  This study indicates that 

national cultural characteristics have a strong influence on the local organizational culture, which 

is in line with Adler & Kwon’s work (2002).  So in short, the project results are based on the 

project expectations and requirements, however this depends on those who are authorized to 

judge the project as success or failure.  

 

H2 Counter implementation strategies affect the project expectations and requirements directly 

The second research questions researched how project expectations and requirements were 

directly influenced. IT Cortex (2014), KPMG (2014) and Capgemini (2014) reported that the 

change of project scope and requirements can the cause of project failure. Project expectations 

and requirements are the criteria of the project success, therefore researching the causes of 

change in expectations and requirements would indicate how project results are influenced. This 

study revealed that organizational politics were present (Castells, 2007).   In addition sub-culture 

groups were also present that acted on behave of their own interest (De Dreu & Nauta, 2009; 

Jemier et al., 1991). They were motivated to protect their own interest (Keen, 1981; Cropanzano 

et al., 1997). Whether it was based on misunderstanding, genuine resistance or for their benefit, 

counter implementation strategies were identified during this study. The study revealed that 

groups were aware of the strong power distance and masculinity within the organization’s 

culture. This is based on way how the counter implementation strategies were formed. The 

awareness of the workforce that they had to report to the stakeholders based on the customer 

indicates that that this was there way of countering the organization’s hierarchy and decision-

power of the management. The study results indicate that the sub cultural groups were aware of 

how they should influence the project expectations and requirements to meet their goals. These 

methods are considered as counter implementation strategies (De Drue & Nauta, 2009;Hofstede, 

1998). Appendix B also confirms that the management had previously fought counter-
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implementations strategies, it is speculated that this is the reason why the management forcing to 

label this project as success.  

H3 Organizational culture causes behaviour that results into counter implementation 

strategies 

The behaviour that motivates counter implementation strategies is related to a competiveness 

environment (Castells, 2007;Cropanzano et al., 1997. The third hypothesis has the goal to explore 

where the behaviour of counter implementation strategies arises. This study identified a 

competitive business environment formed by the organization’s business culture. The 

organization’s culture is in line with Castell (2007) en Hofstede’s (2010) competitive business 

environment. Key indicators of this study were rewards based on power, power distance, 

organizational sub-cultures and the masculinity characteristics. This study shows that there is 

strong relation between the employees’ behaviour and organizational culture. However, it is 

possible that it could also rely on the individual’s behaviour. Future research should be conducted 

to gain more insight of the organizations cultural behaviour and the individual’s cultural 

behaviour. The competitive organizational culture is in line with Hofstede’s (2015) cultural 

country comparison shown in appendix B. 

6.4 Implications for theory 

There are several theoretical contributions of this study. The main contribution is that this study 

has shown that organizational barriers do occur during the development of Information systems. 

The organization’s culture can influence the way the project has to be carried out. An interesting 

finding of this study is that despite the beneficial potential an IS project may have on the entire or 

organization; employees may still counter this project due misunderstanding, genuine resistance 

or for individual benefits. Just because it might be beneficial to the organization does not mean 

that everybody will support this within the organization. The involvement of System 

Development Life Cyle was absent, it indicates that project management of the project process 

had minor effect on preventing or stimulating the project’s outcome. This does not mean that the 

involvement of SDLC should be excluded. It should motivate that it requires future research. 

 

This study shows that the project results are based on the expectations and requirements of those 

who judge the criteria. The criteria can be influenced by employees in the form of counter 

implementation strategies. These strategies are motivated by the individual’s interest and 

indirectly by the subcultural group’s interest. During this study this occurred in a competitiveness 
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business environment. This behaviour is in line with the characteristics of these types 

environments. This study contributes to IT related theories based, in particular to implementation 

projects where change and development is the topic.  

 

6.5 Implications for managers 

This study contributes by providing insight of potential organizational barriers during IS projects. 

It indicates that employees with a minor organizational influence can affect the project’s 

outcome. It also provides information on the different perspectives and ideas between managers 

and other employees during these types of projects. This study can contribute to the way 

managers can empathy employees who are involved with the project. This is necessary since this 

includes the end-user group of the IS system.  The contribution of this study may reflect the way 

managers manage IS projects. In order to overcome the industries high failure rate of these 

projects, new methods have to be developed to manage organizational barriers.  

 

6.6 Limitations of the study 

This section discusses the limitations of the study. The study has strived to answer the aim of the 

study by being as accurate as possible. Nevertheless, the study has its limitations as discussed.  

During the interviews the respondents were confronted with questions that might influence their 

judgement of performance. The respondents were kept anonymous to provide a sense of safety. 

However respondents were still able to give false statements. This might be motivated to create a 

sense of innocence regarding to counter implementation involvement. This might also be the 

other way where respondents exaggerate their answers by using this report as a ‘’counter 

implementation’’ Therefore the answers might have implied bias in this study. 

 

A limitation of this study was the amount of respondents and the amount of interview questions. 

This study is unable to represent the whole organization and if there were more questions asked, 

more details and patterns may have been identified. In addition, this study only focussed on the 

given theory and the hypotheses that were presented. This study is limited by the stated study 

areas.      
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6.7 Concluding remarks 

The study has achieved its goal by providing an indication if organizational barriers occur during 

the development of information system development. It has shown that already established 

theories were in line with conditions in practise. Although the study has been carried out at only 

one specific organization, it does indicate the potential causes and motivations and therefore it 

can provide supportive information to assist future research, to gain knowledge and to understand 

the subject  

 

Future research 

Future research should be conducted at multiple similar organizations. Especially organizations 

with a collective business environment would be interesting to research. This would contrast this 

study case and therefore it would be interesting to find out if situation would differ due the 

different business culture. As information system management keeps on developing along with 

enterprise applications, this phenomena will continue to exist. Especially when major IT 

consultancy companies predict the increase of ‘’Big Data’’ it will most likely become more and 

more complex to implement these projects (Capgemini, 2014) Therefore, this study indication 

will contribute to multiple future studies that try to overcome these organizational barriers during 

information system management projects. 

 

In addition, there are also possibilities to investigate the physiological reasoning of individuals of 

these organizations. Especially since individuals tend to act on behave of their own interest or 

shared interest within the organizations. The individual motives might differ among the 

individuals who belong to a subcultural group.  
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Appendixes 
This section presents appendix A,B and C. It provides supportive data for the research carried 
out by the researcher. Appendix A discusses Hofstede’s cultural country comparison. 
Appendix B illustrates the Qualitative research results (Coded analysis). Appendix C shows the 
Pattern Correlations that are identified during this study. 
 
Appendix A: Hofstede’s cultural country comparison  
 
Appendix A: Cultural country comparison the Nederlands – Sweden 

 
Source: Geert-hofstede.com, 2014 

 
This figure is based on Hofstede’s (Geert-hofstede.com, 2014) research. The index figures are 

used for comparison. They are based on relative ratings among countries. The Dutch culture and 

Swedish culture seems to show many similarities. When comparing the two cultures it seems that 

the Dutch culture is in many cases a bit more extreme compared to the Swedish culture. In 

relation with this study Power distance & Individualism are stronger valued in the Dutch culture. 

This supports the Patterns stated in the empirical analyses. 
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Appendix B: Qualitative research results (Coded analysis) 
The following table presents project results related questions. 
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The following table presents project expectations and requirements related questions.  
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The following tables presents counter implementation strategies related questions. 
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The following tables present Organizational cultural related questions. 
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